Drive Tangible Business Value with
Microsoft (Azure) Cloud
Quickly deploy Microsoft (Azure) Cloud technologies
to deliver new application capabilities
How Xavor approaches Micorsoft (Azure) Cloud implementations




Xavor leverages the power of the Microsoft (Azure) Cloud to make your applications scalable, cost
effective and globally available.
We build and deploy new solutions to the Cloud, migrate legacy systems (to the Cloud) and create
hybrid solutions to utilize existing investments.
Xavor offers implementation services that spans the complete Microsoft Azure cloud Spectrum.

How can you use Xavor and Microsoft (Azure) Cloud Services right away?
Essential business process can benefit greatly by a migration to (or integration) with the appropriate Azure
services as specified below:

Marketing, Sales and Customer Success



Xavor offers deployment and integration with the following MS Dynamics
offerings on the Azure
Microsoft Dynamics CRM Online Enterprise, Microsoft Dynamics
Marketing and Microsoft Social Engagement

Document Management and Collaborative
Workflows



With over a decade of SharePoint solution experience, Xavor delivers rich
workflow and document collaboration experiences.
Deep integration with Office 365 (for office applications) and OneDrive for
cloud based document storage.

Mobile Workforce Productivity


Xavor’s Microsoft Azure Mobile Services team specializes in enabling nextgen business workflows on mobile devices.

Policy Management and Authentication


Get latest in enterprise policy management and
Id/Authentication with Azure Active Directory

Cloud Data Storage


Xavor can help implement robust disaster recovery and data
backup policies as well as data warehousing using the most
appropriate storage Azure Cloud services.

Business Analytics


Xavor’s BI team has a proven record of delivering analytics
solutions using Azure Cloud Services services such as HDInsight
(Big data), Machine Learning and Power BI.

Information Discovery and Retrieval



Azure Search Service integrates Natural Language Processing
(NLP) and raking customization to your enterprise data search.
Search easily across heterogeneous data sources.

Legacy Enterprise Systems and B2B Integration
Xavor can help maximize ROI on
existing IT investments by integrating
Microsoft Azure Cloud solutions with
legacy systems (both On-Premise &
Cloud based). This affords incredible
flexibility in the timing and extent of
the migration from On-premise
systems to the cloud.

